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We are delighted to be offering Digital Technologies as a specialist subject in 2021. On Mondays, Tuesdays and
Wednesdays, Danni Lach teaches Digital Technologies. Students accessing this include the junior and middle
primary classes, plus one upper primary class. These classes are based in the computer room.
Over the course of this year, students will have lots of opportunities to develop their increasingly important
information and communication technologies skills (ICT skills), while focusing on the Digital Technologies
curriculum. As a part of this, students will be learning to use digital systems, develop computational thinking, and
create digital solutions; all while working ethically and respectfully. Throughout the year, students will be working
with a variety of computer systems and devices including desktop computers and iPads. They will also be
exploring robotics and coding. So much fun ahead!
In Term 3, we have been focusing on Internet Safety and how we can be safe online. Already there has been
much exciting and impressive work being produced by students, including our Internet Safety Report Writing,
avatar making and Online Safety Posters and Classroom Agreements for 2021.
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It helps us to cook
when we’re older
for our child Charlii
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6/9 - 10/9

Students from JA3, EU2, EU3 and BA3 have been
creating Online Safety Class Agreement posters
to use in their classes.

Students from LP1 and LP2 have been
exploring how we can protect our personal
information online. We designed Safety posters
and our own avatars using the computers.

Yrs 3/4/5
Swimming

I like toast. Before, I
didn’t really know how
to cook - Mya

Jacaranda 3 has been learning about different cooking techniques throughout history. We
planned an experiment that would help us decide the best way of cooking toast. During each
History lesson we attempt to cook toast using a different technique. We then score our toast
based on the time it took to cook, how difficult it was and how it tastes. So far we have used
common techniques such as a toaster or frying pan and the cooked toast has scored highly.
We are looking forward to trying some more unusual techniques and to see how this affects
the outcome. At the end of the experiment we will collate and present our findings.
Tanya Pennill - Class Teacher
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Students across the school
have been practising their
touch typing on Typing Club.

It’s good because it’s
yummy!!!! - Xavier

"Children
and young
people are
at the
centre of
everything
we do"

In case we don’t have a
toaster-it helps us Evania

We can learn how to
cook - Hayden

When I’m older, I can
make toast different
ways - Summer
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Kindy Reading

Lilly Pilly 3

We have had another successful term of kindy reading. Christie Downs kindergarten have been
joining us every Tuesday for reading, rhyming and play. Kindy students are loving their visits and
they have become strong emergent readers, choosing their own books, joining in with our rhyme of
the week and building oral language skills through play with their big
buddies. Big reading buddies have been improving their fluency and accuracy and they are great
role models for the younger visitors. I want to sincerely thank them for their time and all they share
with the kindy kids.
Trish Hendriks - AET

Jacaranda 4
In mathematics Jacaranda 4 have been exploring and learning about time. This can be a very
abstract and complicated form of measurement for students and most effective when integrated into
their daily lives. Students begin by understanding and identifying the measurement of time in hours,
seconds and minutes. The class have been practicing how to tell the time to the hour an half past the
hour and draw the hands on a clock face to show these times. In year 2 students in Jacaranda 4 are
progressing to tell the time in five-minute intervals, including quarter past and to the hour as well as
comparing and sequencing intervals of time.
Jacaranda 4 year 3 students are required to estimate and read time with increasing accuracy, using
vocabulary such as a.m., p.m., morning, afternoon, noon and midnight as well as read, write and
convert time between analogue and digital 12 and 24-hour clocks. Students are also beginning to
compare lengths of time and solve problems involving converting from hours to minutes and minutes
to seconds. In class we took photos of things that measure time around us, we hope you
enjoy the pictures of our learning.
Jess Harvie - Class Teacher

Learning about time in Jacaranda 4, we found digital
and analogue time in the classroom, played time games
outside and created our own clocks to demonstrate
and read the time…… and be sure we get to lunch on
time!

This is the first year at Christie Downs Primary School for the students in our class. They have
been getting used to being at school and our classroom routines. One of the learning goals in
our class is to attend to a task at a table. Every day, the students complete activities from their
individual learning box. They each have a visual schedule which supports them to complete
these activities.
They have had a great start to their learning journey!
Gemma Vowles and Nancy Barclay
- Class Teachers

